Abstract: The control system of an autonomous helicopter has a hybrid switching nature so that a reliable controller is required to be designed to capture the interplay between the continuous part and the discrete logic of the system. This paper develops a hierarchical hybrid framework that can be used in autonomous systems. The proposed framework has been adopted to Unmanned helicopters. Implementation of this control structure on the NUS UAV helicopter presents the UAV's capability of performing autonomous flight, and the demonstrated flight test results verify the effectiveness of the method.
INTRODUCTION
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are found as a growing research area due to their wide range of applications and their complex control structure (Ollero and Merino [2004] , Cai et al. [2010] ). Typically, a UAV is able to perform different tasks and to do so, usually for each task a specific controller is designed and embedded in the avionic system of the vehicle. A mission, composed of several tasks, could be accomplished autonomously, provided that a decision maker coordinates the switching between the control modes corresponding to these tasks. Therefore, the control structure of a UAV helicopter has a hybrid nature in which the continuous dynamics of the system and the discrete decision rules coexist and interact with each other (Sobh and Benhabib [1997] ). To simplify the design, traditional approaches usually ignore the coupling effects between these two aspects of the system. However, this may degrade the reliability of the overall system. Hybrid modelling and control theory (Antsaklis and Nerode [1998] ) is a congenial framework that uniformly considers the discrete and continuous dynamics of the system. There are some works on the hybrid modelling and control of the UAVs; however, they have mostly ended just with the hybrid model of the system and for further improvement, systematic analysis of the constructed model is required. (Karimoddini et al. [2009] , Doherty et al. [2007] , Bayraktar et al. [2004] , Koo et al. [1998] ). To explore the advantages of hybrid systems, we have developed a hierarchical hybrid structure that facilitates the design procedure in a systematic way. In this flexible structure, we have used the Input/Output hybrid automa- ton (Lynch et al. [2003] ) for the modelling of each layer of hierarchy. Then, to capture the interplay between the layers, we have introduced a new composition operator. The existing definitions of composition operator either are only suited for fully connected systems (Johansson [2005] ) or cannot refine the discrete transitions and states of the system (Lynch et al. [2001] , Rashid and Lygeros [1999] ). In contrast, in this paper, a new composition operator is proposed that is able to be used for partially connected systems, and it refines the discrete transitions and states in an efficient way.
Within the proposed hierarchical hybrid framework, a hybrid model for a UAV helicopter is developed. It has three layers: the regulation layer which is responsible for the low level control; the coordination layer which is responsible for generating the references to be followed by the regulation layer, and the supervision layer which is the decision making unit and is responsible for managing the switching scenario to perform a mission autonomously.
The test-bed is the NUS UAV helicopter that is developed by our research group (Peng et al. [2009] ). The developed hybrid control structure has been embedded in the avionic system of this UAV and the flight tests are conducted to evaluate the control performance. The demonstrated results show that the UAV is able to do a mission autonomously and the switching between the tasks is handled properly.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the proposed hybrid framework. It gives some preliminaries on the hybrid modelling based on the Input/Output hybrid automaton and then, introduces the composition of hybrid automata, followed by the construction of a hierarchical hybrid architecture. Section 3 is devoted to develop a hierarchical hybrid control structure for a UAV helicopter. It starts with the brief introduction of the model and structure of a UAV helicopter. Then, the developed hierarchical architecture including the above mentioned three layers is explained in details. Section 4 demonstrates experimental results to show how the designed controller can perform a mission autonomously. The paper is concluded in Section 5.
HYBRID MODELLING AND CONTROL

Hybrid Modelling
A famous tool for analysis of a hybrid system is hybrid automaton. Using hybrid automaton, the discreet and continuous dynamics of the system can be formally presented. Here, we use the definition of the Input/Output hybrid automaton (Lynch et al. [2003] ) as it is also able to capture discrete and continuous inputs and outputs and it is proper for the modelling of more general classes of systems. Definition 1. Input/output Hybrid Automaton: An Input/Output hybrid automaton is a tuple H = (V, X, U, Y, f, Init, Inv, Jump, h) where
• V is the finite set of discreet states.
• X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } is the continuous state space.
• U = U D × U C is the input space where U D is the set of discrete inputs and U c is the continuous control input.
• Y = Y D ×Y C is the system output where Y D is the set of discrete outputs and Y C is the continuous output.
• f : V × X × U → X is the vector field description of the system whereẋ = f (v, x, u).
• Init ⊆ V × X is the set of initial states of the system.
• Inv ⊆ V ×X ×U is the invariant condition. Indeed, as long as the discrete state v ∈ V and the input u ∈ U , the state value of x should belong to Inv.
V ×X determines the transition rules. Alternatively, one can define the transition rules, Jump, based on the transition condition, Guard, and the reset map ,Reset :
A graph representation of a hybrid automaton with two discrete states is depicted in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that this formalism is able to describe the behavior of a system with either purely discrete, purely continuous, or interacting mixed continuous and discrete dynamics. Using this definition of Input/Output hybrid automaton and introducing the composition operator for hybrid systems, one can construct a hybrid system in which both, the plant and the controller, are modelled by separate hybrid automata and the closed loop behavior can be captured by their hybrid composition.
Hybrid Control
A hybrid controller can behave like a traditional supervisor (Fig. 2) . Based on the current situation of the plant, the supervisor could generate the control signals and the system responds accordingly based on the received commands. This is exactly like what we have in classical control approaches. The difference here is that in the hybrid framework, the state, the control signals, and the outputs have two mutually interactive parts: the discrete part and the continuous part. Hence, this formalism covers more general classes of control systems. To capture the interactions between the controller and the plant, we need to define the composition of hybrid systems. The composition of hybrid automata is a binary operator which unifies the mutual interactions, refines the discrete transitions and states of the system, and generates a new composed hybrid automaton as a closed loop system. In Johansson [2005] , a definition of parallel composition of fully connected hybrid systems is introduced. Their introduced operator is suitable for two fully connected systems. The resulting closed loop system for such a system is an autonomous unit, which could not be extended to a multi-agent scenario or a multilayer structure. In Lynch et al. [2001] and Rashid and Lygeros [1999] , a more general definition of composition of hybrid systems has been given in which the operands need not to be fully connected. However in their proposed method, the elements are only coexist in the combined system and there is no refinement on the transitions and states of the closed loop system. In contrast, here we give a new definition of the composition operator for hybrid systems that can be used for hybrid multi-agent systems or a hybrid multi-layer system. Furthermore, it considers a treatment on the discrete transitions and states of the composed system which leads to a more simplified system. First, let's introduce the conditions that are necessary to be used for the composition of hybrid automata: Definition 2. Composability of hybrid automata Hybrid automata H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H n are composable if:
Remark 1. The first condition avoids the confliction between the components while the second condition guarantees the casuality condition. Now, we can define the composition operator for hybrid systems that are composable: Definition 3. Composition of hybrid automata Consider two composable hybrid automata
The composition of H 1 and H 2 , denoted by H 1 H 2 , is the automaton H = (V, X, U, Y, f, Init, Inv, Jump, h) where:
3).
•
∈ Init 2 }.
• x 1 ) and the following conditions hold true:
Hierarchical Hybrid Systems
Following from Definition 3, one can verify the commutativity and the associativity properties for the composition operator: Proposition 1. For composable hybrid automata H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H n , composition operator has the following properties:
With this definition of Input/Output hybrid automaton and composition of hybrid automata, it is possible to construct different forms of combination of hybrid systems such as cascade, parallel, serial, fully or partially connected systems, and so on. In this paper, we are mostly interested in hierarchical control of a hybrid system. The general form of a hierarchical control structure is shown in Fig. 4 . In this structure, lower levels inform higher layers about their current status, and higher layers can instruct lower levels accordingly. The advantage of this structure is that it simplifies the design procedure so that each layer can be developed to accomplish a special part of the control task. 
HIERARCHICAL HYBRID MODELLING AND CONTROL OF A UAV HELICOPTER
In this section, using the above mentioned hybrid analysis tools, we will propose a hierarchical hybrid controller for a UAV helicopter. The philosophy behind of this hierarchy is that the lower levels are involved in more details while the higher levels mostly manage and coordinate the control scenarios rather than engaging in details. First, let's briefly review the model and structure of the UAV helicopter.
The model and structure of a UAV helicopter
Here, the test-bed is a UAV helicopter, developed by our research group in NUS University (Peng et al. [2009] ). A semi-linearized model of this helicopter is as follows:
where
′ is the internal state variable of the system. Here, V x , V y , and V z are the linear velocities; ω x , ω y , and ω z are the angular velocities; φ is the roll angle; θ is the pitch angle;ã 1 andb 1 are the flapping angles, and w zf is the state variable of the gyro rate, that introduces a first order differential equation to capture the effect of δ pedal (Cai et al. [2008] ).
′ , is the vector of the control input signals. δ roll is the lateral
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channel input and affects the roll angle; δ pitch is longitudinal channel input and affects the pitch angle; δ pedal is pedal channel input that affects the yaw angle, and δ col is the collective channel.
′ where x, y, and z are the position of the UAV in the ground frame, and ψ is its heading angle. . More details about this model of helicopter and values of matrices A, B, C can be found in Cai et al. [2006] and Karimoddini et al. [in press ].
Hierarchical hybrid control for a UAV helicopter
To design a fully autonomous controller for this helicopter to be able to do complex missions, we propose a hierarchical hybrid control structure which consists of three layers: the Regulation layer, the Coordination layer, and the Supervision layer. Each layer is responsible to do a specific task. The relation between these layers can be described by hybrid composition operator. Fig .5 shows the overall picture of this system and describes the nature and objectives of each layer. In the following parts we will describe each layer in details. Regulation Layer: This layer is responsible for the control of the UAV to follow position or velocity references generated by the coordination layer. This layer is directly connected to the actuators and generates the appropriate control signals for them. It consists of two control modes: Velocity Control, and Position Control. In the velocity control mode, the objective is to maintain the attitude of the UAV and to control the velocity of the helicopter to follow the velocity references. The control law in this mode is in the form of u = F x in + Gr where F can be calculated by H ∞ control design techniques and G = −(C(A + BF ) −1 B) −1 is the feedforward gain. However, in the position control mode, the objective is to track the given trajectory and the control law is in the form of u = F x in + GN K p (x out − r) where F and G are as the same as previous case, N is the transformation matrix from the ground frame to the body frame, and K p is a proportional gain that can be achieved by the extended version of Nyquist theorem. In both control modes, r is the provided reference by the coordination layer.
Based on the result of Karimoddini et al. [2011] , the hybrid model of the regulation layer is shown in Fig.  6 . This hybrid model has three discrete states V R = {Start, V elocity Control, P osition Control}. The continuous state is
′ . U R = U DR × U CR is the input space where U CR = r ⊆ R 4 is the continuous control input that should be provided by the coordination layer and U DR = {cmd V , cmd P , cmd S } is the set of discrete inputs which fire a discrete transition. Y R = Y DR × Y CR is the system output where here Y CR = X R and Y DR = V R . In fact, Y R informs the coordination layer about the current state of the regulation layer. Coordination Layer: Based on the feedbacked information received from the regulation layer, the coordination layer activates the corresponding control mode in the regulation layer and generates proper control references in the form of a feasible path for the regulation layer. A very simple model for the coordination layer is shown in Fig.  7 . In this simple control scenario, once the coordination layer receives the command cmd Ascend , it switches to the mode Ascend p and generates the references, Y cp = r, for the regulation layer. Meanwhile it issues the command Y Dp = cmd p and sets the regulation layer on the Position Control mode. When the height of helicopter reaches a certain level, i.e. 5 meters, then it switches to the End p mode and informs the supervision layer that the task is finished. For this simple coordination layer, the composition of the regulation layer, H R , and the coordination layer H P , denoted by H comp = H R ||H P , is shown in Fig. 8 . In this model of the coordination layer X p = [r, t] is the continuous state where r = (r x , r y , r z , r Ψ ) is the generated reference and t is used as clock to measure the time. The discrete state is V p = {Start p , P ath p , Ascend p , T akeof f p , Landing p , Hover p , V el p , Descend p , Emergency p , End p } where Start p , P ath p , Ascend p , T akeof f p , Land p , Hover p , V el p , Descend p , Emergency p , End p stand for starting the task, generating position references, ascending, taking off, landing, hovering, generating velocity references, emergency mode, and ending the task, respectively. Here, the control signal is U p = U Cp × U Dp where U Cp = X R is the current state of the system that is feedbacked from the regulation layer and U Dp = {cmd P ath , cmd Ascend , cmd T akeof f , cmd Landing , cmd Hover , cmd V el , cmd Descend } is the command received from the supervision layer. When the coordination layer receives one of these commands, it switches to the corresponding discrete mode. Y p = Y Dp × Y Cp is the layer output. Here, Y Cp = Y Cpr ×Y Cps is the continuous part where Y Cps = X R informs the supervision layer about the current state of the system and Y Cpr = r is the generated reference to be given to the regulation layer. Y Dp = Y Dpr × Y Dps is the output signal where Y Dps = V p is the discrete output to be given to the supervisor to inform it about the current discrete mode of the coordination layer and Y Dpr is the command that activates the proper control mode in the regulation layer:
The dynamics of the coordination layer is as follows:
f * is the reference generation mechanism . This mechanism could be done in an off line way or it could be a dynamic path planing mechanism. For instance, in Karimoddini et al. [2010] , a dynamic path planning algorithm for the formation control of this helicopter is introduced.
Supervision Layer: This layer is responsible for the decision making about the mission that should be performed by the UAV. This layer has a discrete dynamics and can be captured by Discrete Event System (DES) supervisory control theory. The supervision layer for a typical mission is shown in Fig. 9 . This mission starts with 5 meters ascending within 10 Sec, followed by 15 Sec hovering, 60 Sec zigzag path tracking, 35 Sec velocity control, 15 Sec hovering, and 5 meters descending within 10 Sec. The mission ends with 5 Sec hovering. The discrete states and corresponding discrete outputs are shown in Fig. 9 . These discrete outputs are commands that activate a control mode in the coordination layer. The input space of this layer is in the form of U s = U Cs × U Ds where U Cs = Y Cps = X R is the current continuous state of the system and U Ds = Y Dps = V p is the information about the current discrete mode of the coordination layer. This information will be used trough the decision making procedure of the supervision layer as it is reflected in the supervision layer layout shown in Fig. 9 . Here, for safety issues, when the measured signals are out of range, the fuel level sensor alarms, or other possible problems occur, a fault signal will be generated which leads the system to the emergency mode.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The above mentioned scenario is implemented using the NUS UAV helicopter. A video of this flight test is available at http://uav.ece.nus.edu.sg/video/hybridswitching2.avi.
To have a better sense of the system performance, all the state variables of the UAV are shown in Fig. 10 . As it can be seen, switching between the tasks does not affect the performance of the helicopter and its stability is maintained (Fig. 10) . Moreover, to evaluate the control performance of this UAV helicopter, the zigzag path tracking task is selected as a sample and shown in xy plane (Fig. 11) . It can be seen that the flight performance is satisfactory and small deviations from the reference path could be due to the wind disturbances (around 2 to 3 m/s in the horizontal plane) and GPS signal error. 
CONCLUSION
Using new definition of composition of hybrid systems, a hierarchical hybrid control structure were developed. The framework was applied to a UAV helicopter. The proposed hierarchical hybrid model has three layers: the regulation layer, the coordination layer, and the supervision layer. The lowest layer, the regulation layer, is involved in the low level control of the system; the coordination layer is responsible for the reference generation, and path planning for the regulation layer, and the supervision layer plays the role of a decision maker and manages the switching scenario. Then, for each layer, a hybrid controller was designed to form the hierarchical control structure. The designed controller was implemented on the NUS UAV helicopter and the conducted flight test demonstrated a fully autonomous flight capability of the system.
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